The song of Africa whispers of an untamed land bathed
in intense colours where man and beast strive for balance.
PRACH I JOSHI answers the call of the wild in Kenya.

Clockwise: A young Maasai man in the
Mara region; onlookers enjoy the sighting o f
an African elephant o n a game drive: the black
rhinoceros is an endangered species with only

700 left in the world; aerial view of Ol Jogi.
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through it helpfully informs me whether I'm standing in the North

motif, not to mention the luxury linen

or South hemisphere. The resort has a nine-hole golf course, a large

and Hermes amenities in bathrooms

pool, landscaped gardens where peacocks and marabou storks wander

that come with Jacuzzi and rain

about, a hedge maze, and two jet-black Labradors named Tusker and

showers. I have the Mbogo suite,

Grammy who are only too happy to accompany you on your walks. The

one of the two master suites, with a

highlight is the Mount Kenya Wildlife Conservancy and Animal

huge picture window in the bedroom

Orphanage next door. I spend an afternoon at the orphanage, feeding

that looks out over a watering hole and

sweet potato vines to the endangered bongos, patting the lSO-year-old

salt lick that attracts a steady stream

tortoise, admiring the lithe cheetahs (in their cages), and trying to stay

of animals. Even without stepping out

out of the way of the two ostriches skulking about.

of the comfort of my bed, I can see

The next morning, before heading onwards to OlJogi, Denis and

giraffes, zebras, impalas, elands,

I are bundled into a safari vehicle and driven to a clearing in the woods

the relatively rare and rather elegant

where an elaborate champagne breakfast awaits. The morning sun

gerenuk gazelle, and later in the

caresses my (rapidly tanning) face as I contemplate the rugged beauty

evening elephants and hyenas.

of Mount Kenya. Our server Raphael brings us plate after plate of

It's easyto losemywayinside my suite

breakfast delicacies-juices, granola, eggs and sausage, fruits, breads

a large central circular lobby has

and pastry, coffee, and of course, the champagne. There may be better

several doors leading to the master

ways of starting the day, but I can't think of any.

bedroom, the junior bedroom,

Later, we head further north towards the Laikipia plateau driving
past miles of golden-brown scrubland, dotted with acacia trees. At one

separate 'his' and 'her' bathrooms,
separate walk-in wardrobes, and a

point, the tarred road ends abruptly, and our sturdy safari vehicle

study. My boudoir-like bathroom is

bumps along a dusty path. Amidst the flat landscape, dramatic rock

bigger than many standard hotel

outcrops called kopje rise up. We slow down near a pair of zebras and

rooms and is done up in white marble

I notice that they look a bit odd. "See those Mickey Mouse ears? These

laced with 18 karat gold.

are Grevy's zebra, the most endangered of the three types of zebras,"

Meals at 01 Jogi are elaborate. An

Denis informs me. Apart from the distinctive ears, they have thinner

antique Murano chandelier dangles

stripes compared to the more ubiquitous plains zebra. Less than

over the main dining table, while the

2,500 of Grevy's zebras remain, of which 400 live in 01Jogi, the largest

other more informal seating is the

population in any one place.

veranda with views of the watering hole

A large kopje rears up ahead, and spread at the base is a series

and Mount Kenya beyond. French Chef

of thatched-roof cottages. "Welcome to 01Jogi," saysJamie Gaymer,

Sylvain Bel and his team whip up local

the conservancy's wildlife manager who receives us. 01Jogi looks like

and international dishes, all of which

a tropical paradise with cascading bougainvillea of every imaginable

are served on custom-made

colour, natural streams and fountains, and chirping birds. There are

dinnerware that changes for every

13 suites spread over the cottages, a large sitting and dining room, a

meal. The meal settings also change

fitness centre, a pool, and a spa with hammam. For more than 40

one night, we cross a candle-lit

years, the entire 'house' was the private home of the Wildenstein

suspension rope bridge to an island in

family, a Franco-American dynasty of art dealers. It's only in 2013 that

the Nanyuki River for a bush dinner

it was opened to guests, though it's still family-owned and run. The

preceded by a Maasai dance. The next

Wildensteins clearly had a taste for flamboyance

afternoon, after a rigorous trek through

each suite is

individually designed and decorated with handcrafted furniture,

the OlJogi 'Grand Canyon' (a unique

exquisite artefacts, and elaborate stained-glass windows with animal

ochre landscape created by
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